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1  Key license history  

PL423S (Figure 1) was awarded 16.02.2007 to GDF SUEZ E&P Norge AS (operator, 30 %), BG Norge AS (25 %), Statoil 

ASA (25 %) and Petoro (20 %). The PL423BS was awarded 19.02.2010 to the same partnership as a part of the APA2009. 

The initial license period has been extended three times. Detailed information on dates for awards and extensions and the 

corresponding work program is presented in the table below. The final drill or drop decision was 16.08.2011 and a 

relinquishment letter was sent to MPE by 13.05.2011 (3 months before the Drill or Drop deadline).  

 

Date License award End of initial 

period  

Work program 

16.02.2007 PL423S award 16.02.2012 Within 2 years:  

 Acquire 250 km2 3D seismic, and  

 reprocess 3D seismic for the remainder of the licensed 

area 

 Drill or Drop 

Within 4 years: BoV 

Within 5 years: PDO 

06.01.2009 PL423S extension 16.02.2013 Seismic improvement, including PSDM 

30.11.2009 PL423S extension 16.08.2013 Integrate the Jordbær Øst 34/3-2S well results 

19.02.2010 PL423BS award 16.08.2013 Work program similar to PL423S 

09.09.2010 PL423S/BS extension 16.08.2014 Include Soleie 35/1-2S and Blåbær 34/5-1S well results 

 

The work commitments are fulfilled with acquisition of 460 km2 of new 3D seismic data in 2007 and processing of this 3D 

with NH9402 (parts) and MC3D-34-06 (parts) surveys during 2008 to cover the whole license area.  

 

Several license meetings were held since the award of PL423S/BS:03/2007 (MC), 10/2007 (EC/MC), 04/2008 

(EC/MC), 11/2008 (MC DoD), 06/2009 (EC/MC), 11/2009 (EC/MC), 06/2010 (EC/MC DoD), 11/2010 (EC/MC), 

04/2011 (EC/MC DoD). Several work meeting have been held during the license period, especially in 2010/2011 due to 

the extensive number of studies performed. These studies (reservoir study, structural study, migration study, depth 

uncertainty study, shallow lead study and evaluation of the two nearby recently drilled wells) indicate that the volume 

potential within the license is smaller than previously expected. Based on these results, the PL423S/BS partnership 

decided to relinquish the license.  
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Figure 1: PL423S/BS license overview map  
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2 Database 

Figure 2: Seismic database map 

 

The seismic data used in the original application (APA2006) were the PGS Megamerge MC3D-NNS and NH9402. As a part 

of the work commitment, GDF SUEZ E&P Norge acquired in 2007 a new seismic survey GDF0701. This survey was 

processed together with NH9402 by Geotrace in 2008 in order to produce a merged PreStackTime Migrated volume 

named GDF07M1. 

In 2009, both GDF07 and NH9402 were reprocessed to anisotropic PreStack Depth Migration by CGGVeritas. The 

objectives were to improve the imaging at target level by minimising the effects of shallow Tertiary channels, improve fault 

imaging and re-investigate the de-multiple processes. 

The main resulting datasets of this 2009 PSDM are GDF09M2 (which combines GDF07 and NH9402) and GDF0701R09B 

(GDF07 only). An intermediate fast-track product was also delivered, named GDF09M1, corresponding to the Geotrace pre-

processing sequence (with therefore no de-multiple improvement). This was followed by a fast-track depth imaging 

process, using CBM (Controlled Beam Migration) for model update and migration. 

All the deliverables of 2008 PSTM and 2009 PSDM were loaded into Diskos as described in Figure 3. 

MS97M 3D has also been used for calibration to nearby wells. Outside PL423S, MS97M and NVG2000 have been 

included in the regional interpretation for Basin modelling purpose. 
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Figure 3: Seismic database map and data in Diskos 

The well database consists of nearby wells in the area and an overview is presented in Table 1. The database has 

increased compared to the application in 2006 as new wells have been drilled and traded or purchased. Two license 

extensions in PL423S were granted in order to include well results from 34/3-2S, 34/5-1S and 35/1-2S. These wells 

together with 35/4-1 and 34/3-1 were incorporated in an extensive reservoir study in 2010/2011. The most recent wells: 

Jordbær Øst 34/3-2S, Blåbær 34/5-1S and Soleie 35/1-2S, show discouraging results with regards to presence of 

hydrocarbons and/or reservoir thickness and quality. The result from these wells is viewed to have decreased the 

possibility of finding hydrocarbons within the PL423S/BS area.  
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  Wellname Content Year Deepest Fm TD (TVD) Operator 

1 33/6-1 Dry 1979 Lunde Fm 3898 Norsk Agip AS 

2 34/2-2R Dry 1981 Statfjord Fm 4068 Amoco Norway 

3 34/2-4 Oil Shows 1985 Statfjord Fm 4105 Amoco Norway 

4 34/3-1S  Oil 2008 Statfjord Fm 3755 BG Norge 

 34/3-1A Oil 2008 Amundsen Fm 3833 BG Norge 

5 34/3-2S Dry 2009 Statfjord Fm 4315 BG Norge AS 

6 34/4-3 Dry 1982 Lunde Fm 4457 Saga Petroleum 

7 34/4-5 (T2) Oil 1984 Lunde Fm 3910 Saga Petroleum 

8 34/5-1S Oil 2010 Statfjord Fm 3737 BG Norge AS 

9 34/6-1S Dry 2002 Lunde Fm 3922 Norske Conoco 

10 34/8-2 Dry 1986 Late Triassic 3240 Norsk Hydro 

11 34/8-3 Oil/Gas 1988 Early Jurassic 3328 Norsk Hydro 

12 34/8-6 shows 1991 Drake Fm 3958 Norsk Hydro 

13 34/8-7 Gas 1992 Lunde Fm 5441 Norsk Hydro 

14 34/10-17 Oil/Gas 1983 Early Jurassic 3466 DNO 

15 34/10-23 Gas 1985 Statfjord Fm 4764 Statoil 

16 34/10-42S Shows 1999 Cook Fm 4378 Statoil 

17 34/11-1 Gas/Condensate 1994 Statfjord Fm 4580 Statoil 

18 34/11-3 Gas/Condensate 1997 Statfjord Fm 4476 Statoil 

19 34/11-4 Gas/Condensate 1999 Cook Fm 4437 Statoil 

20 34/12-1 Gas/Condensate 2007  Brent Gp  4321 Eni Norge 

21 35/1-1 Dry 2002 Lunde Fm 4540 Phillips Petroleum 

22 35/1-2S Dry 2010 Statfjord Fm 4121 Statoil Petroleum AS 

23 35/4-1 Minor shows 1997 Hegre Gp 4924 Norsk Hydro 

24 35/8-1 Gas/Condensate 1981 Statfjord Fm 4352 Gulf Exploration 

25 35/8-2 T2 Gas/Condensate 1982 Amundsen Fm 4334 Gulf Exploration 

26 35/10-1 T2 Oil 1992 Statfjord Fm 3982 Statoil 

27 35/10-2 Gas 1996 Cormorant Fm 4675 Statoil 

 

Table  1: Well database 
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3 Review of geological framework 

Since the license was rewarded in 2007, several studies have been performed within the license including pressure study 

(Operator 2008), petrophysical study (Operator 2008), sequence stratigraphic study (GEOLINK, 2008), seal study (RDR, 

2007) and petroleum system modelling (APT, 2009). Focus has been to de-risk the prospectivity for the drill or drop 

decision and from August 2010, multiple studies have been performed including: reservoir study (Fugro Robertson, 2011), 

GDF SUEZ structural study and migration modelling, depth uncertainty analysis, porosity and permeability analysis and 

shallow lead analysis. The discouraging results from the recently drilled wells (Soleie 35/1-2S and Blåbær 34/5-1S) have 

been incorporated in the recent studies and prospect evaluation leading to a relinquishment decision.   

 

3.1 Structural Setting 

The structural setting has been studied indicating that the PL423S/BS prospectivity is situated in a structural complex 

area, interpreted as a transfer zone between two offset north-south oriented pull-apart basins. A complex sigmoidal fault 

pattern consisting of extensional and strike slip faults defines the prospects in the license (Figure 4). The strike slip faults 

trend northeast-southwest and one of these faults defines the northern saddle of the Gråtass East prospect. According to 

the recent structural study (February, 2011), the direction of extension changed from east-west in the Callovian - Early 

Kimmeridgian to northeast-southwest in the Early Kimmeridgian - Volgian times. This could have impacted in the 

complicated fault-pattern. Also inversion features have been observed on westerly dipping faults.  

TWT to BCU (ms)

Top Cook Fm (m)

PL423S/BS

Strike slip component

Strike slip movement and 
sigmoidal pattern

Gråtass 
West

Gråtass 
NW

Gråtass 
East

Figure 4. Structural setting of the Gråtass prospects 
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3.2 Reservoir 

The Cook Formation (main target) is proven in nearby fields and discoveries in the Tampen area, with the Knarr Discovery 

being the closest and most recent. The Cook Formation is present in all nearby wells as sandy facies proving the reservoir 

at play level. The recent Fugro Robertson reservoir study of 6 nearby wells concludes that the Cook Formation most likely 

is deposited as offshore sand-waves (10 km wide and 100 km long) in a tidal system and that there is a large uncertainty 

with regards to Cook Formation reservoir deposition and thickness in the Gråtass area (Figure 5). This uncertainty has 

been reflected in the range of the volumetric calculations.  

 

Figure 5: Well correlation section in the PL423S/BS area showing the uncertainty of sand deposition in the Gråtass area (Fugro Robertson 

reservoir study, 2011). 

The results of the recent reservoir study indicates also that the reservoir quality is the main risk at this depth (4500-5000 

m), and that it is difficult to predict facies, presence of chlorite coated sands, as well as the macro-porosity and 

permeability in these sands. Chlorite coating is present in several of the adjacent wells (Figure 6), but the reservoir quality 

deteriorates with depth due to illite growth within the pores (Figure 7). There is only one nearby well (35/4-1) with Cook 

reservoir at large depth (4500 m). Unfortunately, in this well, the best quality reservoir is not cored and therefore carries a 

large uncertainty in reservoir porosity and permeability. The depth uncertainty study indicates that Cook Formation may 

both be up to 100 m shallower or 100 m deeper and this uncertainty is included in the range of reservoir quality and 

volume potential.  
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www.fugro-robertson.com

Green – grain coating 
chlorite

Red – illite and visually 
indeterminate clays

Yellow - Kaolinite

Top Burton

J15 mts

J15 sb

Top Cook

Event 37R

chlorite coating

Figure 6: Well section showing total clay content in nearby wells (Fugro Robertson reservoir study, 2011).  
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Figure 7: Reservoir quality deteriorates with depth due to precipitation of illite converting macroporosity to microporosity (Fugro Robertson 

reservoir study, 2011) 

The Statfjord Formation (secondary target) is also proven in some of the nearby wells and discoveries (Visund and Statfjord 

fields) and was evaluated as an upside potential in Gråtass. However, the Statfjord Formation is dry in most of the nearby 

wells most likely due to charge and migration failure from the overlying source rocks. The fault seal study performed in 

2011 indicates that migration from Cook Formation into Statfjord Formation is difficult due to sealing faults (high clay 

smear factor and shale gauge ratio). In addition, the reservoir study of Statfjord Formation in nearby wells shows that 

reservoir quality is extremely poor due to illite growth and lack of chlorite coating. Therefore, the Statfjord Formation has 

not been incorporated in the Gråtass economical valuation but rather treated as a lead with high risk.  
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The Brent Group is not considered a reservoir target in the Gråtass area since the Etive and Rannoch formations are 

believed to be thinning and shaling out north of the 35/4-1 well. Wells to the north of the PL423S is lacking reservoir in 

the Brent Group and well 35/4-1 shows only silty Rannoch Formation according to the stratigraphic Geolink study (2008). 

Semi-regional seismic interpretation indicates presence of a potential thin Brent Group facies in the southwest corner of 

the license area, not overlying any of the Gråtass prospects. This could potentially represent a basinward transported poor 

quality Brent Group sand (<10 m thick) deposited during forced regression.  

 

3.3 Seal 

In the application 2006, the second main risk (next to effective reservoir) for the Gråtass prospects was the top seal. This 

is based on the HTHP environment leading to top seal failure. Both wells 35/4-1 and 35/1-1 were dry, and post-drill 

analysis attributed this to top seal failure. Clear indications of hydrocarbon leakage were also observed above the 

structure. The most recent nearby well 35/1-2S was also dry with a high possibility of seal leakage possibly related to 

fault-breached top seal or migration difficulties. In the recent evaluation of Gråtass, top seal is still regarded one of the 

main risks due to the thin Jurassic seal above many of the prospects (Figure 8). The quality of the fault seal, however, has 

been slightly upgraded due to the recent structural study and fault seal analysis.  

 

Figure 8. Top seal map (BCU-Top Cook thickness map) indicating <100m thickness on top of the Gråtass West prospect and along the 

southern edge of Gråtass East prospect along the Mardoll Basin. 
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3.4 Source and migration 

The source rocks in the area are the mature Draupne and Heather shale of Upper Jurassic age. Both source rocks are 

mature for both oil and gas generation and widely present in the deeper basins around the area of interest. The 

hydrocarbon modeling by APT (2009) shows that Draupne and Heather formations generate large oil and gas volumes 

within the Magne, Mardoll and Sogn Basins, while the Drake Formation only has a minor contribution limited by a 

combination of thickness and source potential. Regional interpretation of the area suggests that hydrocarbon migration is 

most likely sourced from the Magne Basin to the south (minor contributions from the Mardoll Basin) and along north-south 

trending faults towards the Gråtass East and West structures. The quicklook hydrocarbon migration modeling performed in 

2011 show potential for filling the Gråtass East and West prospects (Figure 9). The Gråtass NW prospect is located partly 

in a migration shadow and must also rely on local source rocks with less volume potential.  

a) Closed faults b) Faults open in the East
0 5 10km

N

0 5 10km

N

Gråtass East

Gråtass West

Gråtass NW

Figure 9. Petrel quicklook hydrocarbon modeling (2011) shows encouraging results for hydrocarbons migration into the Gråtass prospects. 
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3.5  Trap/ Structure/ Seal 

The prospects are internally compartmentalisation and the fault interpretation is difficult party due to the complexity and 

partly due to poor seismic in some areas. A structural expert was consulted to characterize and link the faults in the 

licensed area, as well as define and build a conceptual model for the prospect evaluation. The structural study confirmed 

the previous internal GDF SUEZ interpretation of the structural setting and horizons (Figure 10). The recent structural study 

has mainly been concentrated around the Gråtass East area, where the northern saddle point with low fault throw is the 

most likely leakage point. The structural study includes fault seal analysis based on the 35/4-1 well, and shows that 

where Cook sands are juxtaposed against Cook sands, the faults are most likely leaking (Figure 11). However, Cook sands 

are sealed towards Statfjord sands where larger fault throw creates higher sealing mechanisms. Brent sands are not likely 

to be present above the prospect.  

 

 

Figure 10: Structural Study (2011) showing interpreted faults in 2010 compared to 2011.  All labelled faults have an associated Allen 

diagram with Cook and Statfjord horizons highlighted. 
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Figure 11: Structural study (2011) showing Cook self juxtaposition (leakage points) along the major faults in the Gråtass East prospects. 

(Observe that the interpretation on the northernmost tip has been changed since then.) 
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4 Prospect update 

In the APA 2006 application for the block 35/4-1, there was one Early Jurassic prospect identified together with two leads, 

one Lower Cretaceous lead and one Quaternary lead. The prospect, named Gråtass, was defined as a structural four-way 

closure in the Cook Formation within the Dunlin Group (Figure 12). The structural closure was also seen at the Base 

Cretaceous level. The total relief was estimated to 350 m with a mean hydrocarbon column of 200 m. The recoverable gas 

resources at that time were estimated to 13.2 GSm3. Both oil and gas was evaluated at that time with a total POSg or 16 

% (DHI uplift to 18 % due to gas leakage above structure) with effective reservoir being one of the main risks at 50 % 

chance. Closure was estimated to 65 %, charge to 100 % and seal to 50 %.  

Figure 12: Gråtass prospect as defined in APA application 2006. Top Cook depth map and north-south seismic line 

 

The new prospect assessment, based on the new seismic data, revealed three tilted Jurassic fault blocks/prospects at 

the top Cook Formation level named: Gråtass East, Gråtass West and Gråtass NW, as well as the Quaternary lead Grynet 

and the Cretaceous lead Goggen. In this report, key focus is on the main Gråtass East prospect. For the other prospects, 

only the differences to the main prospect will be described. An important note is that most likely contacts and hydrocarbon 

columns described below and in Table 3, 4 and 5 reflects the mode input (mean value within parentheses).  

 

4.1 Gråtass East /eastern segment 

Gråtass East is the original prospect upon which the APA 2007 application was based and has been defined as the main 

prospect with largest volume potential and therefore the main drilling candidate. The prospect consists of 2 overall 
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segments where the eastern segment is the largest one (Figure 13). This eastern segment is limited by a saddle in the 

northernmost tip due to a northeast-southwest trending structural feature (strike slip fault with a relative small throw). The 

saddle point is at 4800 m and defined as the most likely closing contour of the structure, holding a 300 m hydrocarbon 

column (the crest is estimated to 4500 m). The P90 contour is estimated to 4700 m (200 m column) based on a smaller 

closure less affected by the thinner top seal at the southern edge of the prospect than the 4800 m contour. The P10 

contour is estimated to 5000 m representing an optimistic and highly unlikely case with a 500 m hydrocarbon column, 

which is not seen in any of the nearby wells or fields. In nearby fields and wells, a column height of 200-300 m is 

reasonable. According to the seal study performed by RDR in 2007, the Drake top seal is able to hold maximum a 350 m 

column.  

The definition of the most likely spillpoint at 4800 m is also based on the most recent fault seal analysis indicating that 

Cook Formation juxtaposed against Cook Formation is not likely sealing. It must be added that there is some uncertainty in 

the interpretation in the critical area around the saddle point due to poor seismic and intensive faulting (Figure 14). 

Therefore, the large range from 4700-5000 m is used as input into the volume estimates. Structure has been assessed 

as low risk (POS 0.9) based on the detailed structural evaluation performed and consistency with earlier interpretations.   

Gråtass NW

Gråtass West

Gråtass 
East/east

Gråtass East/w

 

Figure 13: Cook Formation depth map with Gråtass main prospects. 
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Top Dunlin

Top Cook

Base Cook

Top Statfjord

Lower Statfjord

Cook Fm 
self-juxt

Figure 14. Seismic line across the critical saddle point in the Gråtass East prospect. Top Cook depth map (50 m contour interval) with 

Cook Formation juxtaposition points marked as black squares. 

The expected reservoir in Gråtass East is affected by the large depth of 4500-5000 m and the high degree of 

compartmentalization resulting in challenging production. High pressure and temperature is estimated to have a negative 

impact on the reservoir quality as confirmed by the reservoir study. The resulting reservoir risk (0,5), reservoir parameters 

and volume calculations are presented in Table 2 and are based on the recent reservoir study mentioned in Chapter 3 and 

in-house GDF SUEZ assessments. Average reservoir quality has been assessed on the most likely depth at 4800 m. 

Average porosity is estimated to an average of 14 % at this depth with a wide input range due to the uncertainty in macro- 

and micro-porosity within these sands. Permeability is also reflecting this porosity uncertainty with an average of 1-2 mD 

but with a span up to 10 mD. There are most likely thin stringers of higher permeability sands (coarser channelized sands) 

within the Cook Formation chlorite coated sands. The total thickness of the chlorite coated sands are estimated to 35 m 

(with 80 % N/G) based on the thickness within the Jordbær area and in the 35/4-1 well, but a range from 10-100 m is 

used as P100-P0 input to capture the thickness uncertainty of the chlorite coated sands and depositional setting.  

Charge and migration is not considered a major risk in Gråtass East prospect (POS 0.9). The prospect is situated close to 

the Mardoll, Sogn and Magne Basins which generate large hydrocarbon volume potential. Migrations pathways from the 

Magne Basin are favourable into the Gråtass East structure and hydrocarbon seepage and gas escape features are visible 

across the Gråtass area.   

Seal is potentially an issue in Gråtass East prospect (POS 0.6) due to the thin Jurassic overburden along the escarpment 

of the Mardoll Basin and due to the uncertainty of reactivation and vertical leakage along the closing faults.   

Volumetric estimates (both in-place and recoverable volumes) indicate that the volume potential is less than earlier 

predicted due to poor reservoir parameters expected at this depth. The mean recoverable volume of 6.8 x 109 Sm3 gas is 

reflecting a negative economic evaluation and a wish to relinquish the license. An economical exercise has been done to 
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evaluate the main prospects (Gråtass East/western segment, Gråtass East/eastern segment, Gråtass West and Gråtass 

NW) as a cluster development, but with even more negative results.  

 

4.2 Gråtass East/ western segment 

The western segment of the Gråtass East prospect is considerably smaller than the eastern segment and carries less 

volume potential (Table 3). The crest is slightly shallower (4400 m) than in the eastern segment with normal faults 

separating the two blocks. The fault seal study indicates Cook Formation self-juxtaposition at 4970 m depth (+24 m SGR) 

across the X4 fault in the north (Figure 11, Figure 15). However, a gas hydrocarbon column of 600 m is highly unlikely 

based on both top seal study and nearby analogue fields and there is a high chance that the structure spills into the 

eastern segment at shallower levels or leaks vertical at the crest or along faults. Therefore, a 300 m hydrocarbon is 

predicted as the most likely scenario with a contact around 4700 m. The P10 contact is defined as 5000 m (600 m 

column) just to capture the potential down to the self-juxtaposition depth.  
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Figure 15. Seismic line across the Gråtass East prospect (western and eastern segments) indicating the fault complexity within the 

prospects and Cook self-juxtaposition towards the north. Top Cook depth map (50 m contour interval) with Cook Formation juxtaposition 

points marked as black squares. The seismic line is also showing the Cook Formation potential seal risk on Gråtass East/eastern 

segment towards the Mardoll Basin. 
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With regards to reservoir, similar parameters are expected for the western segment as has been assessed for the eastern 

segment even though the most likely contact is slightly shallower. Reservoir (0.5), closure (0.9) and seal risk (0.6) is 

assessed similar to the eastern segment, while charge (0.8) is slightly lower due to migration relying on Cook Formation 

self-juxtaposition and flow across the X_22 fault (Figure 11) in order to fill the structure.  

The volumetric estimate is small (1.6 x 109 Sm3 recoverable gas resources). A sensitivity study indicates that the 

recoverable resource increases to 2.1 x 109 Sm3 gas if contact is estimated slightly lower (4800 m depth). However, the 

increased volumetric estimate is still not supporting an economic case.  

 

4.3 Gråtass West 

The Gråtass West prospect has a considerable higher crest (4150 m) than the Gråtass East prospect (Table 4). The 

overlying Jurassic seal is <100 m thick and therefore seal risk is high (0.4). Drake Formation (main seal) is most likely thin 

or completely eroded and the seal is reliant upon Cretaceous seal (Figure 8 and 16). The uppermost Cook Formation may 

also be eroded at the top of the structure. The prospect consists of 2 main fault blocks where the easternmost block is 

the most prominent and elevated. The main fault block is bounded by a steep strike-slip fault to the south as observed on 

the seismic data (structural study, February 2011). In this prospect, as well as the other Gråtass prospects, a 300 m 

hydrocarbon column is applied as the most likely case (resulting in a mean 400 m column) and the volumetric estimate is 

rather small (2.5 x 109 Sm3 recoverable gas resources). The P10 contact is defined to 4900 m to capture the potential of 

the structure (even though it gives a completely unrealistic 750 m hydrocarbon column).  
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Figure 16. A seismic line across the crest of the Gråtass West structure showing the uncertainty in the interpretation at the very top of the 

tilted fault block and some hydrocarbon seepage above the crest.  
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The thickness of the reservoir is expected to be similar to the other prospects with the same uncertainty range. Porosity 

average is increased from 14% to 16% due to the somewhat shallower structure and potentially better reservoir quality. 

Reservoir and charge risks are similar to Gråtass East prospects (0.5 and 0.9) whereas structure has a higher POS (1.0) 

due to the well defined structure of the Gråtass West tilted fault block.  

 

4.4 Gråtass NW 

Gråtass NW prospect is a tilted Jurassic fault block north of the Gråtass West prospect. The prospect consists of a narrow 

elongated horst-block dipping to the southeast and fault-bounded to the northwest (Figure 16). The prospect is split into a 

smaller northern block and a southern block, but it is treated as one block in this report and in Table 5. The depth of the 

crest is approximately 4400 m and the most likely contact at 4700 m. The P10 is here defined at 4900 m defining the 

structural spill-point and a 500 m hydrocarbon column. The Cook Formation and the overlying Drake Formation Jurassic 

seal are completely preserved below the BCU (seal POS 0.7). The critical elements for the prospect are the 

charge/migration (0.5) and reservoir effectiveness (0.5). The volumetric estimate of the total prospect is 2.3 x 109 Sm3 

recoverable gas resources. 
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Table 2: Gråtass East/eastern segment prospect data  

Block Prosp ID (or New!)NPD approved?

35/4-1 NPD will insert data NPD will insert 

data

Play (name / new) Year

NPD will insert data 2011

Oil/Gas case

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 3.2 14.4 28.9

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 1.3 6.8 14.2 0.2 1.3 2.9

Low: P90 High: P10

Type of trap

Structural

Source Rock, Chrono

Jurassic

20/80

Reservoir (P1) Trap (P2) Charge (P3) Retention (P4)

0.5 0.9 0.9 0.6

Low Base High

4500 4500 4500

6.5 17 28.1

15 35 65

200 300 (332) 500

0.1 0.6 1.2

0.7 0.8 0.9

0.12 0.14 0.175

0.3 0.4 0.5

0.0028 0.0031 0.0034

1405 2352 7215

0.35 0.45 0.55

0.12 0.2 0.27

150-190 730-850

Comments

Pressure, top res (bar) :

Depth to top of prospect (m)

Area of closure (km
2
)

HC column in prospect (m)

Gross rock vol. (10
9
 m

3
)

Porosity (fraction)

Reservoir thickness (m)

Parametres:

Recovery factor, ass. phase

Temperature, top res (deg C) :

Water Saturation (fraction)

Drake, (Heather)

Which fractiles are used as:

Reservoir Chrono (from - to)Water depth (m)

Jurassic (Pliensbachian)

Probability (fraction):

Net / Gross (fraction)

Resources IN PLACE

Ass. phaseMain phase

Source Rock, Litho Seal, Litho  Seal, Chrono

~400

Resources RECOVERABLE

Main phase

Discovery/Prosp/Lead

Prospect

Prospect name

Gråtass East/eastern segment

Tampen Spur

Company/ reported by / Ref. doc.

Ass. phase

Draupne, Heather, Drake Fm Jurassic 

Prob for oil/gas case

Probability of  discovery:

Seismic database (2D/3D): 3D GDF07, GDF09, MS97M

Reservoir Litho  (from - to)

GOR, oil (Sm
3
 /Sm

3 
)

Recovery factor, main phase

GDF SUEZ E&P Norge AS

Structural element

Cook Fm

Bg. (<1)

Bo. (>1)

GOR, free gas (Sm
3
 /Sm

3
 )

0.24Technical (oil+gas case)
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Table 3: Gråtass East/western segment prospect data 

 

Block Prosp ID (or New!)NPD approved?

35/4-1 NPD will insert data NPD will insert 

data

Play (name / new) Year

NPD will insert data 2011

Oil/Gas case

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 0.8 3.4 7.2

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 0.4 1.6 3.5 0.06 0.3 0.7

Low: P90 High: P10

Type of trap

Structural

Source Rock, Chrono

Jurassic

20/80

Reservoir (P1) Trap (P2) Charge (P3) Retention (P4)

0.5 0.9 0.8 0.6

Low Base High

4400 4400 4400

1.6 4 7.6

15 35 65

200 300 (341) 600

0.04 0.1 0.3

0.7 0.8 0.9

0.12 0.14 0.175

0.3 0.4 0.5

0.0028 0.0031 0.0034

1405 2352 7215

0.35 0.45 0.55

0.12 0.2 0.27

150-190 730-850

Comments

Pressure, top res (bar) :

Depth to top of prospect (m)

Area of closure (km
2
)

HC column in prospect (m)

Gross rock vol. (10
9
 m

3
)

Porosity (fraction)

Reservoir thickness (m)

Parametres:

Recovery factor, ass. phase

Temperature, top res (deg C) :

Water Saturation (fraction)

Drake, (Heather)

Which fractiles are used as:

Reservoir Chrono (from - to)Water depth (m)

Jurassic (Pliensbachian)

Probability (fraction):

Net / Gross (fraction)

Resources IN PLACE

Ass. phaseMain phase

Source Rock, Litho Seal, Litho  Seal, Chrono

~400

Resources RECOVERABLE

Main phase

Discovery/Prosp/Lead

Prospect

Prospect name

Gråtass East/western segment

Tampen Spur

Company/ reported by / Ref. doc.

Ass. phase

Draupne, Heather, Drake Fm Jurassic 

Prob for oil/gas case

Probability of  discovery:

Seismic database (2D/3D): 3D GDF07, GDF09, MS97M

Reservoir Litho  (from - to)

GOR, oil (Sm
3
 /Sm

3 
)

Recovery factor, main phase

GDF SUEZ E&P Norge AS

Structural element

Cook Fm

Bg. (<1)

Bo. (>1)

GOR, free gas (Sm
3
 /Sm

3
 )

0.22Technical (oil+gas case)
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Table 4: Gråtass West prospect data 

Block Prosp ID (or New!)NPD approved?

35/4-1 NPD will insert data NPD will insert 

data

Play (name / new) Year

NPD will insert data 2011

Oil/Gas case

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 1.1 5.4 11.8

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 0.4 2.5 5.6 0.08 0.5 1.2

Low: P90 High: P10

Type of trap

Structural

Source Rock, Chrono

Jurassic

20/80

Reservoir (P1) Trap (P2) Charge (P3) Retention (P4)

0.5 1 0.9 0.4

Low Base High

4150 4150 4150

1.7 5.8 11.8

15 35 65

200 300 (400) 750

0.05 0.2 0.5

0.7 0.8 0.9

0.13 0.16 0.19

0.3 0.4 0.5

0.0028 0.0031 0.0034

1405 2352 7215

0.35 0.45 0.55

0.12 0.2 0.27

150-190 730-850

Comments

Pressure, top res (bar) :

Depth to top of prospect (m)

Area of closure (km
2
)

HC column in prospect (m)

Gross rock vol. (10
9
 m

3
)

Porosity (fraction)

Reservoir thickness (m)

Parametres:

Recovery factor, ass. phase

Temperature, top res (deg C) :

Water Saturation (fraction)

Drake, (Heather)

Which fractiles are used as:

Reservoir Chrono (from - to)Water depth (m)

Jurassic (Pliensbachian)

Probability (fraction):

Net / Gross (fraction)

Resources IN PLACE

Ass. phaseMain phase

Source Rock, Litho Seal, Litho  Seal, Chrono

~400

Resources RECOVERABLE

Main phase

Discovery/Prosp/Lead

Prospect

Prospect name

Gråtass West

Tampen Spur

Company/ reported by / Ref. doc.

Ass. phase

Draupne, Heather, Drake Fm Jurassic 

Prob for oil/gas case

Probability of  discovery:

Seismic database (2D/3D): 3D GDF07, GDF09, MS97M

Reservoir Litho  (from - to)

GOR, oil (Sm
3
 /Sm

3 
)

Recovery factor, main phase

GDF SUEZ E&P Norge AS

Structural element

Cook Fm

Bg. (<1)

Bo. (>1)

GOR, free gas (Sm
3
 /Sm

3
 )

0.18Technical (oil+gas case)
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Table 5: Gråtass NW prospect data 

Block Prosp ID (or New!)NPD approved?

35/4-1 NPD will insert data NPD will insert 

data

Play (name / new) Year

NPD will insert data 2011

Oil/Gas case

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 1.2 4.8 9.7

Low Base High Low Base High

Oil 10
6
 Sm

3

Gas 10
9
 Sm

3 0.5 2.3 4.8 0.43 1.8 3.7

Low: P90 High: P10

Type of trap

Structural

Source Rock, Chrono

Jurassic

20/80

Reservoir (P1) Trap (P2) Charge (P3) Retention (P4)

0.5 0.9 0.5 0.7

Low Base High

4400/4500 4400/4500 4400/4500

2.3 6.1 10.7

15 35 65

200 300 500

0.05 0.2 0.5

0.7 0.8 0.9

0.12 0.14 0.175

0.3 0.4 0.5

0.0028 0.0031 0.0034

1405 2352 7215

0.35 0.45 0.55

0.12 0.2 0.27

150-190 730-850

GOR, oil (Sm
3
 /Sm

3 
)

Recovery factor, main phase

GDF SUEZ E&P Norge AS

Structural element

Cook Fm

Bg. (<1)

Bo. (>1)

GOR, free gas (Sm
3
 /Sm

3
 )

0.16Technical (oil+gas case)

Ass. phase

Draupne, Heather, Drake Fm Jurassic 

Prob for oil/gas case

Probability of  discovery:

Seismic database (2D/3D): 3D GDF07, GDF09, MS97M

Reservoir Litho  (from - to)

Discovery/Prosp/Lead

Prospect

Prospect name

Gråtass NW

Tampen Spur

Company/ reported by / Ref. doc.

Net / Gross (fraction)

Resources IN PLACE

Ass. phaseMain phase

Source Rock, Litho Seal, Litho  Seal, Chrono

~400

Resources RECOVERABLE

Main phase

Drake, (Heather)

Which fractiles are used as:

Reservoir Chrono (from - to)Water depth (m)

Jurassic (Pliensbachian)

Probability (fraction):

Recovery factor, ass. phase

Temperature, top res (deg C) :

Water Saturation (fraction)

Comments

Pressure, top res (bar) :

Depth to top of prospect (m)

Area of closure (km
2
)

HC column in prospect (m)

Gross rock vol. (10
9
 m

3
)

Porosity (fraction)

Reservoir thickness (m)

Parametres:
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4.5 Gråtass North Lead 

The Gråtass North lead was recently assessed as a lead north of the main Gråtass structure (Figure 17). Unfortunately, 

the seismic quality is very poor in this region due to gas escape features and interpretation has been challenging. The 

main risks are: reservoir presence (possible erosion of the Cook Formation) and quality, closure (if at all a small closure) 

and seal/retention. The interpretation is truncated by the BCU in the northeast and the Drake Formation seal and the 

Upper Jurassic seal are most likely not present. The total POS is 12.5 % for this lead. Migration has most likely occurred 

either via the saddle from Gråtass East structure or from the Sogn Graben in the east. Volume estimates for this lead is 

small due to small closure / lack of closure and lack of top seal.   

 

Top Dunlin

Top Cook

Top Statfjord

Lower Statfjord

Figure 17: Gråtass North lead 
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4.6 Gråtass Statfjord Lead 

The Statfjord Formation is another known and proven reservoir in the area. The mapping of the Top Statfjord is not easy 

due to the poor seismic quality, but a reasonably good Top Statfjord map has been reconstructed by constant shift down 

from the Top Cook (Figure 18). Logs and thin sections from the Statfjord Formation in 35/4-1 were analysed during the 

recent reservoir study. The prospect risk is high for the Gråtass East prospect (POS 0.8) with main risk being the effective 

reservoir (0.3) due to absence of chlorite coating as well as illite precipitation choking porosity resulting in poor reservoir 

parameters.  

Closure (0.9) and local seal (0.7) are not regarded as major risks. The chance of charge and migration (0.4) into the 

Statfjord Formation is seen as problematic due to Cook Formation being the main pathway (where Brent Gp sands are 

missing) and the fault seal analysis indicates sealing potential between Cook and Statfjord reservoirs. Volumes in the 

Statfjord Formation have not been calculated due to the presence of illite / lack of chlorite coated reservoir and the 

potential is expected to be low.  

 

Figure 18: Top Statfjord Formation map with prospect outlines 
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4.7 Grynet Lead 

The Grynet lead is located west of 35/4-1 and 25 km south of the Peon discovery which has proven the Quaternary play in 

the area (Figure 19). It is identified as an amplitude anomaly and is stratigraphically younger than Peon. The Grynet area 

covers about 400 km2 in PL423S. The south-north trend observed for the shallow Grynet lead confirm that it is related to 

glacial deposits  as observed in Peon. The major risk on this lead is trap/retention and the lead is dependent on a pure 

stratigraphic trap at a very shallow depth, which is unlikely. The bright amplitudes are at first order caused by tuning. 

Analysis from Peon well, 35/1-2S and 35/4-1 has shown that tuning thickness is below 15-20 m at such shallow depths. 

The sands could be water- or gas-filled (both being a risk for drilling). The Grynet POS is 7 %.  

 

35/4-1

A

B

Grynet
5km

Surface attribute map

35/4-1

34/3-2S

34/6-1S

35/1-1

35/1-2S

34/5-1S

34/3-1S

Peon

 

Figure 19: Seismic line from the Quaternary Grynet lead to the Peon discovery with attribute map indicating strong amplitude anomalies in 

blue and purple. 
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4.8 Goggen Lead 

The Lower Cretaceous (Albian-Aaptian) lead, Goggen, is the similar age to the Agat reservoir sands in the east and defined 

based on an amplitude anomaly (Figure 20). This strong amplitude anomaly is not conform to structure and interpreted to 

be limestone interlayered with shale (within tuning thickness). This is based both on recent inversion results and 

observations of the presence of limestone in 34/8-7 well at the Top Rødby interval. The Goggen lead POS is 5 % reflecting 

the low chance or reservoir and trap.  

 

Insert Doc# 1

Goggen leadnear Top Rødby

MS97M seismic

 

Figure 20: Cretaceous Goggen lead correlated to Agat well 35/3-2 
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5 Technical evaluations 

The technical evaluation of the productivity of this HPHT prospectivity has been updated with regards to the conclusions 

from the latest reservoir study performed by Fugro and in-house analysis of nearby wells and facies. Based on the reservoir 

work, the average permeability is estimated to be low (1-2 mD) at this depth and the reservoir is seen as tight. The vertical 

permeability is estimated to be even lower and not favourable for the slanted wells (Figure 21). Horizontal streaks of high 

permeability are expected but will not significantly increase the productivity to economical levels. A sensitivity study with 

production profiles for 4 mD average permeability was modelled as well indicating a slightly better production profile 

(Figure 22). Other reservoir parameters were derived from nearby wells and analogues to Gråtass. The recovery factor was 

downgraded to 45 % from 65 % in APA application based on recovery factors from analogue fields (Kristin to Kvitebjørn) 

and the complexity within these fields due to HPHT and reservoir quality. 

 

Figure 21: Productivity evaluation, slanted wells (70°) are needed to maximize drainage in a 30m thick net pay. 

 

 

Figure 22: Production profile (MBAL modelling for gas case). Red curve= 1 mD permeability with 6 wells - RF 35 % in 20 years. Blue curve 

= sensitivity case with 4 mD permeability with 4 wells RF 50 % in 20 years. 
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The PL423S/BS prospectivity has been evaluated with regards to development scenarios. A potential gas success 

scenario needs a 6 well subsea development in Gråtass East and 55 km tie-in system to Gjøa with start-up 01.01.2018 

(Figure 23). An exploration well was planned for 2012 with an appraisal well following (given success in exploration well) in 

2013 into the Gråtass East/West segment (Figure 24). If success, exploration wells in Gråtass West and NW would follow 

in 2013 with PDO submit 2015.   

 

 

Figure 23: PL423S/BS development, gas success scenario 

 

 

 

Figure 24: PL423S/BS project schedule, success scenario 

 

 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Gråtass East exploration well Expl well East

Gråtass East appraisal well Appr well East

Start feasibility/concept studies Feasibility/concept studies

PDO submit/approval PDO submit PDO approved

Install templates

Drill development wells

Prod start-up    Start-up East

Drill East-West segment         Start-up East West segm

Gråtass West exploration well Expl well West

Start feasbililty/concept studies Feasibility/concept studies

PDO submit/approval PDO submit PDO approved

Install template/flowline

Drill development wells    Start-up West

Prod start-up
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6 Conclusions 

PL 423S was awarded 16.02.2007 and PL423BS was awarded 19.02.2010. The work obligations have been to acquire 

250 km2 seismic, reprocess 3D, and incorporate the results from the 34/3-2S, 35/1-2S and 34/5-1S wells. All work 

commitments are fulfilled. 

The prospect assessment, based on the new and the reprocessed seismic data, revealed the three tilted Jurassic fault 

blocks/prospects at the top Cook Formation level: Gråtass East, Gråtass West and Gråtass NW, as well as the Quaternary 

lead Grynet and the Cretaceous lead Goggen. 

GDF SUEZ has undertaken several dedicated studies to de-risk the prospectivity in the PL423S/BS license. The main risk 

has been the reservoir quality. The results of the recent reservoir study indicates that it is difficult to predict facies, 

presence of chlorite-coated sands, as well as the macro-porosity and permeability in the Cook sands, and the reservoir 

uncertainty remains high. The discouraging results from the recently drilled wells (Soleie 35/1-2S and Blåbær 34/5-1S) 

have been incorporated in the recent studies and prospect evaluation leading to a relinquishment decision. 

The second main risk has been the top seal in this HPHT environment. Interpretation of the acquired seismic indicated 

that the Gråtass is situated in a structurally complex area, but there is higher degree of certainty on the structural 

mapping. Fault seal analysis has given more control on the fault strength, and the structural study concluded that when 

Cook sands are juxtaposed against Brent, fault seal is likely. 

Trap and charge are not considered to be high risk.  

The overburden Cretaceous and Quaternary leads are seen as low hydrocarbon potential with very high risk. 

Volumetric estimates (both in-place and recoverable volumes) indicate that the volume potential is less than earlier 

predicted due to poor reservoir parameters expected at this depth. The mean recoverable volume of 6.8 x 109 Sm3 gas is 

uneconomic through a thorough economic evaluation.  

An economical exercise has been done to evaluate the main prospects (Gråtass East/western segment, Gråtass 

East/eastern segment, Gråtass West and Gråtass NW) as a cluster development, but with even more negative results. 

Therefore the shareholders of PL423S/BS decided to relinquish the license. 

 

 


